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Cont=Lling the Type I Error Rate

:t rwise Regression 2enalyais

Stepwise regressi,cm ies berme a widel7 used tecnique for- selecting

a subset of poten-__:_ 7==adictorT for some &.....i-enderit variab: Three

procedures have be .sed under the rubric _2- stepwise reg: sion

analysis: Forwa-la and pwise

(Draper and Sminn, 1c7=

The forwar forms a model of

--=triable by.firs-4 sw) the B, >ingl- ==edic=r, -Mice second

edictor is chzase. conti *0 the

Isailczion of cc, tte effete -7_17of the fi7F, ore&F-tor. The

continue 1 at each azep, t'-7e-mariable selecteft far inclusion

t5B model jr..rNaa e predict= of 77 7=e than any other predictor.

T* selection 7t7.-?s whir, tne remlininc; variables fel: to contri-

b-te significant__ I, -fthe prediction of Y.. The backward elinInation

procedure begins a model containing .:411_ potential predictors, and

then at each step a -rza Dle is eliminate its removal from the model

results in the smal-..s-, eduction in Lye morel's effectiveness. The

elimination process =-_LI_ues until the L__ucval of any variable results

in a significant reduc-icon in the model's R=. The true stepwise

procedure is a varian- the forward s,:.:.e.econ technique. It differs

from the forward sele=1:1,-1 procedure i- at each step, a variable
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that has been previously/ in luded in tha m=a,1 may be deleted if a partial

F-test shows :hat- variable to be an insi->;r predictor.

In most c f the com-r-utenstartical pages that have stepwise

regression prt,-edures, the .:11-iteriron used f variable selection is an

7-test former as follmws:

where:

P2 -
F (1)

R12. = ttn-e coefficiant of determinan for

the model containing all prei_-tors

incluried at previc:us steps. TpIls the

ur_der tst.

= the co,-.:fficien.:: a, ietermica=an for

the model contLln all pr,-,F=--mrs

r.e,t The variable under te17:

= the lumber of =,DS rvations.

p 7 the ntuller of uses in =le

that pra=leed R.

As with any . al 1.2:st, two of inZerential el- ors can

be made. A type I error. if a vp-,,iable was select,-d, using

the F ratio criterion, who -17 it population regression weight

was zero. A type II error oc:Irrs wnen a variable is not seleced, using

the F-test criterion, when t:za-: variable has a non-zero population weight.

Most users of stepwise -1=-. ion adopt one of the traditional
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significance levels (.05 or .01) when evaluating the F-test in (1).

This significance level will .determine the type I error rate for each

test. However, another perspective can be taken when considering the

type I error rate, the problem-wide error rate.

The problem-wide error rate is the probability of selecting any

variable when all variables have population regression weights of zero.

In other words, the problem-wide error rate is the probability of forming

a sample regression model, when none should be formed. The rest of this

paper addresses this error rate, and a procedure will be presented that

allows researchers to control its value.

The probLem-wide error rate is comparable to the family-wide error

rate commonly encountered in the context of post hoc tests conducted

after a significant effect has been found in an ANOVA. For example,

the probability of making one or more type I errors in a family of

orthogonal tests is:

where

k
a = 1 - it (1-a.)

i=1

aF = the family-wide error rate.

k = the number of orthogonal tests.

a. = the significance level on test i.

Whenthea.'s are all equal to a
T

,

a
F

= 1 (1-a
T

)

k
.

5

(2)

(3)



If a researcher wished to control a
F

by reducing a
T'

(3) could be

solved for a
T

:

aT = 1 -v 1-aF . (4)

Alternately, the researcher could_ conservatively approximate aT

using the Bonnferoni inequality,

aT = aF /k ( 5 )

4

When the members of the family of tests are not orthogonal, formilar

(4) and (5) yield conservative values of a
T.

That is, the use ofa
T

from (4) or (5) will result in an a
F

less than the desired value. The

solution for a
T

is considerably more complex when the tests are not

orthogonal. The solution for a critical F that will maintain aF at a

desired value should be done using the correlated F distributor (Pope

and Webster, 1972). Unfortunately the integration of the correlated F

distribution is an extremely tedious process, and only limited tables

critical values derived from it are available. Consequently, an approxi-

mate solution was sought using Monte Carlo methods.

METHOD

A Monte Carlo program, written in FORTRAN IV, was prepared by thir

author for this project. The program incorporated subroutines suppliE

in the International Mathematical and Statistical Library (1975). Th.:

IMSL subroutines were selected because of their proven accuracy and

efficiency. A copy of the program is supplied in the Appendax of thi=

paper.
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The --zTvgram gene sample data matrices (cases by variables)

smmaled -6..th a givenT-:_cii fion dismersic77 matrix. Subroutine GGNRM

used f= this 7;-

5

Various population correlation matrices were

suied to GGNW.1r. a sample data matrix of-standard nummal deviat,--ss

was -rocncep_. -4,;,.Ilation correlations between the prerdiotors eind

the ----ximeri= -7a __h1,9 were set equ-i L) zero. The in7er

com-- _ations ,were xt equal to a comma value, and_for

rep=_ Lions e a. this study, the ir:ter-predictor aorreir ions

were 2, .3, .5, . -11:_ftcf_.9. In addition, t±e numbers of mmac0' Drs- used

were 3, , and 20. For every combination of the- of

predi=ors an81 th ;/'rage inter-predictor correlation (35 2_7: all), a

tholmni L. a sets were generated.

arach set generated was then subjected to a--_7-1epwise

regn=.sion am7_7sis 'sing IMSL subroutine RLSTEP. Subrou- ne RLSTEP

uses aLtru.a )rocedure. Variable selection is governed by a

sighipEicame:, t ,tir: process. When, at any step, no F-test

is - signific: th selection process ceases.

pr - purposes of this study, an error occured w: en a model, other

th: he =211 model, was formed by subroutine RLSTEP. Tie proportion of

an, --es rsulting in a model was treated as an empiric:IL estimate of

"L----..?X77bab___Iity of erroneously forming a model using stepwise regression

anti =s.

RESULTS

Tale 1 shows the results obtained when a variable so: action

sign_fica--_ce level of .05 is used. The table entries in Tile 1 are the

proportio:. of 1000 stepwise regression analyses that produ=ed a sample
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model when none should have In produced. For example, when a reE,ercher

has ten potential predictor that have correlations with each other

equal to .50, the probabilii of erroneously forming a model is app-r-

mately .308.

Since the clues in 1 are empirica estimates of the actl

probabilaies making an ?Tro , there is sc-e sampling error. Tltr

magnitut4+- of =7,-. sampling emmor cm be conse:,,7atively estimated by g

the sta. error of a prc7nr"---- when p = .5. Since 1000 replicatiams

were us. a derive each tazie entry, the standard error of a sample

propor= :11 be less than c ecual to .016. Consequently, a conserva-

tive 6E- cc idence interval for the true probability of making an error

will : ta: e,f value ± .016.

fig:.res in Table 1 E ---2t two conclusions: (1) The probability

of er-7-7_eou5.-7 forming a regr lion model increases dramatically as a

funct_L - of the number of pre. .tors, and (2), as the inter-predictor

correion increases, the pr.:,,cability of making an error decreases.

Consiu=_I'ly, any solution t the error rate problem must take into

consideration the number of predictors and the inter-predictor correlation.

After Table 1 was prepared, an attempt was made to develop an

algorithm that could be used to select a significance level for variable

selection that would control the problem-wide error rate.

The rationale for the algorithm presented here was based on the

formula that gives the family-wide error rate in k independent tests.

Formula (3) is reproduced here for this purpose:

a
F

= 1 - (1-a
T )

k
'

8

(6)



All terms are defined in (3). If a
T

and a
F
are known, : can be solved

for as follows:

k = (7)

Formula (7) was applied to each entry in Table 1, an-:: the resulting

k values are given in Table 2. In producing Table 2, a._ was .05 and aF

was taken as the corresponding value in Table 1. The I% valves in Table 2

were then plotted as a function of various measures of time inter-predictor

correlation. Figure 1 shows one of these plots for the "_.0 predictor

variable case. The k values were observed to be an iverse linear

function of p2
'

the inter-predictor correlation. The following functionxx

was considered to be a reasonable approximation:

where

k = p - (p-1)p2 (8)

p = the number of predictors

p2 = the inter-predictor correlation.
xx

This function seemed suitable since for the extreme cases of p2 , 0 and
xx

1.0, (8) produced k values of p and 1 respectively. When p2
xx

is equal

to 0, the problem-wide error rate should equal the aF value given by (6).

Under this condition (p2
xx

= 0) the error rate is directly analogous to

the family-wide error rate for a family of orthogonal tests. When qcx

is equal to 1, every predictor is linearly dependent on the other

predictors, hence there is in fact only one predictor. Formu?a (8) yields

a k value of 1, when p2
xx

equals 1. In addition, inspection of plots, such

9
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as Figure 1, suggez:=1 that (8) was also accurate for estimating k for

values of p2 benam17.0 and 1.

Unfortunate2:7 a_researcher using stepwise regression never knows

per,, so it must ha_ -----t-imRted. A less biased estimate of the squared correla -

tion coefficient cr.: an be obtained using the shrinkage formula (McNumar,

1969):

p2 = 1 (1 2) N-1
-r

N-2
(9)

The estimata of p2 for this study was obtained as follows:

Let R = the inter-predictor correlation matrix.
7.1p

Define each element in R as
PP

N-1
= 1 - (1-r?.)

ij 1) N-2 '

(10)

where r?. = the square of the ijth element of R
pp

, and
13

N = the number of observations.

n-1 p

Z
i=1 j=i+1

Let
35(p2...p)

which is the mean of the off diagonal elements of R .

PP

The sample estimate of qcx is then substituted into (8) to obtain

k = p - . (12)

After k has been obtained via (12), a
T

is obtained.

10



a
T

= 1 -
ka

'

(13)

9

where a
F

is the desired problem-wide error rate.

A concise worked example is given in the Appendix of this paper.

The validity of the proposed algorithm was then tested by modifying

the Monte Carlo program, used to produce Table 1, to use (13) to select

an aT. The results of this validation study are presented in Table 3.

As can be noted in Table 3, the probability of erroneously forming a

model, using (13) to determine aT, approaches the desired value of .05.

There is a slight tendency for this procedure to produce conservative

values of aT. The average value of aF in Table 3 is .045, and the

conservative nature of the procedure is most apparent for problems with

large numbers of predictors and high inter-predictor correlations.

DISCUSSION

The type I error rate in stepwise regression analysis deserves

serious consideration by researchers. The literature is replete with

"significant" findings that fail the ultimate test of replication. One

possible explanation for this state of affairs might lie in the increasing

problem-wide error rate that can occur in stepwise regression analysis.

If a researcher considers the problem wide error rate important, he

or she should take some correcti"e action. Three possibilities exist,

depending on the kind of analysis contemplated. They are: (1) Prior to

the stepwise analysis conduct an omnibus test of the model containing all

potential predictors, (2) use the backward elimination procedure and use

an a
T
obtained by substituting the number of predictors for k in (13),

or (3) use the algorithm for obtaining aT presented here, if a forward

11
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selection or true stepwise procedure is used.

The Omnibus Test

The analysis begins by forming a full model containing all

predictors. The R2 for this model is tested for significance at the

a
F

level. The F is obtained as follows:

F =
R2/p

(1-R2)/(N-p-1)

(14)

where R2 = the coefficient of determination for the model

containing all potential predictors,

p = the number of predictors,

N = the number of cases.

This F ratio yields a simultaneous test of significance for all weights

in a model. Proceed with the analysis only if a significant F using (14)

is obtained.

The Backward Elimination Procedure

The backward elimination procedure is comparable to testing a

family of orthogonal hypotheses. At each step, the variance accounted

for in the dependent variable that is tested for each predictor is

independent of all ther sources of variation. Consequently, the use of

a
T

= 1 - p 1 -aF
'

(15)

will maintain a at its desired value.

Finally, the algorithm developed in this paper is recommended if a

forward selection or true stepwise procedure is used. Since the value

of a
T

obtained using (13) will be greater than that obtained using (15),

12



when some covariance among the predictors is present, the use of (13)

will produce a more powerful analysis.
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Table 1

Monte Carlo Estimates of the Probability of

Erroneously Forming a Sample Model Using

Stepwise Regression Analysis with

a Variable Selection Significance Level of .05

Inter-Predictor

Correlation

Number of Predictors

2 3 4 5 7 10 20

.0 .102 .130 .184 .216 .304 .410 .653

.3 .101 .130 .178 .213 .275 .367 .552.

.5 .097 .128 .171 .196 .235 .308 .417

.7 .085 .125 .140 .153 .185 .225 .314

.9 .073 .094 .101 .111 .122 .126 .169
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Table 2

k Values Derived Using Formula (7)

on the Values from Table 1

Inter-Predictor

Correlation

Number of Predictors

2 3 4 5 7 10 20

.0 2.10 2.72 3.96 4.74 7.06 10.29 20.63

.3 2.08 2.72 3.82 4.67 6.27 8.92 15.70

.5 1.99 2.67 3.66 4.25 5.22 7.18 10.52

.7 1.73 2.60 2.94 3.24 3.98 4.97 7.35

.9 1.48 1.92 2.08 2.28 2.54 2.63 3.61

16



Fig ure I. Plot of k as a function of
a for 10 predictors.
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Table 3

Monte Carlo Estimates of the Probability

of Erroneously Forming a Sample Model Using Stepwise

Regression Analysis with a Variable Selection Significance

Level Obtained Using Formula 13. The Desired aF was .05

Inter-Predictor

Correlation

Number of Predictors

2 3 4 5 7 10 20

.0 .052 .044 .058 .044 .048 .045 .055

.3 .050 .045 .044 .055 .046 .047 .038

.5 .060 .044 .041 .063 .041 .044 .042

.7 .059 .050 .041 .046 .037 .031 .032

.9 -045 .054 .056 .050 .033 .027 .011

S



APPENDIX I

Copy of the Computer Program Used

in the Study
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APPENDIX 11

A Worked Example of the Algorithm

for Obtaining a Significance

Level for Variable Selection Using

Stepwise Regression

.3

1.0

,,
.5

.2

1.0

N = 20 Desired Model Error Rate =

r..
3

= 1
1

- ( 1 r .
2

. )
13

N 1

N - 2

"2
r
12

= .0394

= .2083

11,2

r
23

= -.0133

2
r =

p-1 p
r.

i=1 j=i+1 3

1/2 (p
2

p)

.0781

k = p - (p - 1) 72 = 2.8438

0( =
T

k

°(F = .0179

21

.05


